
Abstract
This paper introduces a sensor placement measure called
resolvability. The measure provides a technique for esti-
mating the relative ability of various visual sensors,
including monocular systems, stereo pairs, multi-baseline
stereo systems, and 3D rangefinders, to accurately control
visually manipulated objects. The resolvability ellipsoid
illustrates the directional nature of resolvability, and can
be used to direct camera motion and adjust camera intrin-
sic parameters in real-time so that the servoing accuracy
of the visual servoing system improves with camera-lens
motion. The Jacobian mapping from task space to sensor
space is derived for a monocular system, a stereo pair with
parallel optical axes, and a stereo pair with perpendicular
optical axes. Resolvability ellipsoids based on these map-
pings for various sensor configurations are presented.
Visual servoing experiments demonstrate that resolvability
can be used to direct camera-lens motion in order to
increase the ability of a visually servoed manipulator to
precisely servo objects.

1. Introduction

In order to effectively use visual feedback to perform
robotic tasks, many researchers have recognized that the
placement of the sensor relative to the task is an important
consideration, for example [1], [8], and [9]. To determine
optimal sensor configurations, various sensor placement
criteria are required. This paper presents a new sensor
placement measure calledresolvability. The measure pro-
vides a technique for estimating the relative ability of vari-
ous visual sensor systems, including single camera
systems, stereo pairs, multi-baseline stereo systems, and
3D rangefinders, to accurately control visually manipu-
lated objects and to provide spatially accurate data on
objects of interest.

Sensor resolution has been considered in the past as a
criterion for sensor planning [1], [7], and [9]. These efforts
concern static camera systems in which a required spatial
resolution is known and a single camera placement is
desired. In [2], a study of stereo, vergence, and focus cues
for determining range is described in which the perfor-
mance of each cue for determining range accuracy is char-
acterized. This characterization can be used to control
camera parameters in order to improve the accuracy of
range estimates. Our resolvability approach can be used

for determining the ability of a visually servoed manipula-
tor to accurately resolve the position and orientation of
objects along all six degrees of freedom. An ellipsoidal rep-
resentation of resolvability illustrates its directional nature.
Intrinsic and extrinsic camera-lens parameters can be
actively controlled using resolvability in conjunction with
other sensor placement criteria to improve the accuracy of
visual control. Resolvability can also be used for static sen-
sor placement for object modeling or visual servoing.

2. Task space→ sensor space

Resolvability is a function of the Jacobian mapping from
task space to sensor space. For any visual sensor system, we
desire an equation of the form

where  is a velocity vector in sensor space and  is a
velocity vector in task space.  is the Jacobian matrix
and is a function of the extrinsic and intrinsic parameters of
the visual sensor as well as the number of features tracked
and their locations on the image plane.

By performing a singular value decomposition [3] on the
task space to sensor space Jacobian, and analyzing the sin-
gular values and the eigenvectors ofJTJ which result from
the decomposition, the directional properties of the ability
of the sensor to resolve positions and orientations becomes
apparent. These directional properties can be represented
by the resolvability ellipsoid, if we assume that the object
of interest has an equal ability to translate and rotate about
all of its cartesian axes. The following sections briefly
describe the derivation of the Jacobian mapping.

2.1. Jacobian mapping for monocular systems
A pinhole camera model shown in Figure 1 is used to

model the camera-lens system. A feature on an object atCP
with coordinates (XC, YC, ZC) in the camera frame projects
onto the camera’s image plane at

wheref is the focal length of the lens andsx andsy are the
horizontal and vertical dimensions of the pixels on the CCD
array.

For visually servoing a manipulator holding an object,
the velocity ofCP is induced relative to the tool frame {T}
according to
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where  and  are the
translational and rotational velocities of the task frame with
respect to itself. These are manipulator end-effector veloci-
ties that can be commanded. By combining (3) with image
plane optical flow described by the time derivatives of (2),
the entire Jacobian transformation for a single feature from
task space to sensor space can be written in the form

The parameters of the Jacobian are given by
. Generally, several fea-

tures on an object are tracked. Forn feature points, the
Jacobian is of the form

whereJi is the Jacobian matrix for each feature given by
the 2x6 matrix in (4).

2.2. Jacobian mapping for binocular systems with
parallel optical axes

For a binocular system with parallel optical axes, the
locations of the camera frame and task frame are shown in
Figure 2. The camera model is represented by

whereb is the length of the baseline of the cameras, and it
is assumed thatf, sx, andsy are the same for both camer-
as.Through a similar derivation as in Section 2.1, the map-
ping from task space velocity to sensor space velocity can
be written as
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Figure 1. Task frame-camera frame definitions.
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whered=xSl-xSr is the disparity of each corresponding fea-
ture point. The sensor space vector contains four terms rep-
resenting the optical flow of the feature in both the left and
right images. The task space vector is the same as in (4).

2.3. Jacobian mapping for binocular systems with
orthogonal optical axes

An orthogonal stereo pair is shown in Figure 3. If the
axes are aligned as shown in the figure, the Jacobian map-
ping from task space to sensor space can be written as

3. Resolvability Ellipsoids

In this section, resolvability ellipsoids for several differ-
ent camera-lens configurations are presented. To show the
ellipsoidal representation, the Jacobian mapping is decom-
posed into two mappings, one representing translational
components and one representing rotational components.

In Figures 4 and 5, ellipsoids for a monocular system are
shown in which the two examples have the same magnifi-
cation (f/ZC), but the object is located at different depths.
Figure 6 is a plot of resolvability in depth versus depth and
focal length. From the plot one can observe that progres-
sively smaller depths have progressively larger effects on
resolvability in depth, while focal length tends to affect

Figure 2. Task frame-camera frame definitions.
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depth resolvability more linearly. In practice, depth
becomes limited by the depth-of-field of the lens, and a
trade-off must be made between focal length, depth, depth-
of-field, and field-of-view. Figure 7 shows the resolvability
about the optical axes versus the position at which an
object is observed on the image plane. The closer the
object’s projection falls to the boundary of the image plane,
the greater the resolvability about the optical axis.

Figure 8 shows resolvability ellipsoids for a binocular
system tracking a single feature. Depth can be resolved
using a single feature, but not accurately relative to direc-
tions parallel to the image plane. Figure 9 shows a plot of
resolvability in depth versus baseline and depth. This plot
demonstrates that reducing depth is preferable to extending
the baseline to improve resolvability in depth.

The resolvability ellipsoids for a binocular system with
orthogonal optical axes are shown in Figure 10. The con-

Figure 4. Resolvability Ellipsoids: monocular system,
f=24mm, depth=1.0m, 2 features located in the task
frame at (0.1m,0.1m,0) and (-0.1m,0.1m,0).
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Figure 5. Resolvability Ellipsoids: monocular system,
f=12mm, depth=0.5m, 2 features located in the task
frame at (0.1m,0.1m,0) and (-0.1m,0.1m,0).
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Figure 6. Resolvability of depth versus depth of object and
focal length for two features located in the task frame at
(0.05m,0,0) and (-0.05m,0,0).
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figuration provides a very well conditioned Jacobian map-
ping from task space to sensor space, although
resolvability about YT is still relatively low.

Figure 7. Resolvability in orientation about Z versus center
of object projection onto the image plane.
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Figure 8. Resolvability Ellipsoids: stereo pair-parallel
optical axes, f=12mm, b=20cm, depth=1.0m, 1 feature
located in the task frame at (0,0.2m,0).
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Figure 9. Resolvability in depth versus baseline length and
depth of object for a stereo pair, parallel optical axes,
f=12mm, and a single feature located at the origin of the
task frame.
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Figure 10. Resolvability Ellipsoids: stereo pair-
perpendicular optical axes, f=12mm, depth=1.0m, 2
features located in the task frame at (-0.1m,0.1m,0), and
(0.1m,-0.1m,-0.1m).
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4. Directing Camera-Lens Motion Using the
Resolvability Ellipsoid

Our primary interest in resolvability is for actively guid-
ing camera-lens motion while performing visually servoed
manipulation tasks. A gradient in camera-lens parameter
space can be determined which directs camera-lens motion
towards configurations with improved resolvability. For
example, in order to determine motions which will increase
resolvability along the optical axis, the gradient ofσZ with
respect to the camera-lens parameter space is calculated,
whereσZ represents the singular value which corresponds
to the eigenvector along the optical axis. The gradient is
written as

The individual components of  are calculated
numerically. Camera-lens motion is then directed along

 in order to increaseσZ subject to other sensor place-
ment criteria such as depth-of-field and field-of-view mea-
sures, which simultaneously affect camera-lens motion. A
technique for integrating this gradient into a visual tracking
control law for a hand/eye system can be found in [4].

5. Experimental Results

Visual servoing experiments were performed that dem-
onstrate resolvability. Controlled active vision [6] was used
to derive a visual servoing control law of the form

wherex(k)∈R2M, T is the sampling period of the vision
system,  is the commanded
manipulator end-effector velocity, andM is the number of
features being tracked.Q andR are weighting matrices and
allow the user to place a varying emphasis on the feature
error and the control input.

Figure 11 shows results of an experiment in which an
object was placed in the gripper of a manipulator and visu-
ally servoed so that the length of the projection of the
object decreased by 10 pixels. To achieve this, motion
along Z is required. The greater the resolvability, the
smaller the required motion along Z. The plot shows that as
resolvability along Z increases with decreasing initial
depth, the smaller the required motion along Z. A more
complete explanation of the experiments performed can be
found in [5].

6. Conclusion

The directional nature of the resolvability ellipsoid
makes this sensor placement criterion particularly useful
for guiding visual sensor motion in real-time, or as an aid
in determining the placement of static sensors. In this paper
we have shown that resolvability can effectively represent
the ability of different sensor configurations to resolve the
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position and orientation of objects being observed. For
visual servoing, this concept directly relates to the accu-
racy with which a manipulator can move an object to some
desired goal position and orientation. Experimental results
demonstrate that resolvability can be used to direct camera-
lens motion in particular directions in order to increase the
ability of a visually servoed manipulator to perform precise
manipulation tasks.
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Figure 11. Change in object depth required to affect a 10
pixel change in projected object length for three different
initial depths and a focal length of 15mm.
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